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The Badd Buddha is a space that exists for you. We
connect as seekers and teachers who are on a
journey toward a consistent experience of love,
peace and joy. I’ve been on my own journey that
has taken me from an experience of suffering and
extreme dissatisfaction with life to wholeness, with
a deep sense of acceptance and radical self-love
for myself and others. The journey hasn’t been
easy, painless or straightforward. But I know
without a shadow of a doubt that it’s an
experience we all deserve and can achieve. We can
all heal, grow and create a life on purpose. 

Why the Badd
Buddha?

Through the Badd Buddha, we connect and do the
intentional and hard work to ensure that we all
reap the benefits of constant love, peace and joy.
It’s available to us all and we are all deeply
deserving. There's always more on the website,
Instagram and Facebook. Join us, friend!

Your Life On Purpose
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THE DIFFICULT
MOMENTS

MUS INGS  OF  THE  BADD  BUDDHA

What is seared in my heart is the imagined anguish

of trying to comfort a loved one while in a petrified

state of agony. When something as precious as life

can be extinguished in a moment, what is real? What

matters? When everything falls away--money, titles,

resentments, past pain--what remains? Loving

connection in the eternal now. The moment. This

moment. When father and daughter clung to each

other to express their love--that moment. When we

held tightly to our dying parent or child as they

breathed their last breath--that moment. What

matters in this moment? Loving connection in the

eternal now.

The realization of what is true and real compels us to

grasp life fully without blinders, without illusions,

which can feel like gripping a live wire. The

realization of the raw realness, fragility and transitory

nature of life can be paralyzing, for some exhilarating.

When we open ourselves to see and experience life

without the illusions and distractions we create,

material objects, social markers of success,

relationships, substances, among others, we open

ourselves fully to the experience of living with our

eyes and hearts wide open. This is the state that

many of us find ourselves on the heels of this tragedy.

The big and small tragedies that occur

every day become background and blend

into our experience, and yet the tragedy

that has befallen Kobe's family and the

others involved has served as a wake-up call

to so many of us. It has been heavy on my

heart--like a guttural scream from the

universe imploring us to wake up to the

impermanence of life.
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The realization of what is true and real compels us to

grasp life without blinders, without illusions, which

can feel like gripping a live wire. The realization of the

raw realness, fragility and transitory nature of life can

be paralyzing, for some exhilarating. When we open

ourselves to see and experience life without the

illusions and distractions we create, material objects,

social markers of success, relationships, substances,

among others, we open ourselves fully to the

experience of living with our eyes and hearts wide

open. This is the state that many of us find ourselves

on the heels of this tragedy.



So what does this mean for us in this moment or others when there is pain, sadness, overwhelm, a deep

sense of loss and mourning? We feel our feelings. We yell, cry, shut out the world, if we must. We allow

the feelings to course through. And we understand that the essence of life is love because in the end it is

the only thing that makes sense. The moment in which we can express and receive this loving

connection is all that remains. It is this very realization that allows us to connect with each, with our

essence of love, like a sea of waves, unique expressions of the same thing.

Life will come with pain; it will come with joy; it will come with loss; it will come with gain. Life is now,

and it is real, and it is all love, if we just allow ourselves to see. This awareness, enlightenment, is not

about existing in a state of constant happiness, or about disregarding the feelings connected to the ebbs

and flows of life. Instead, it is about experiencing the feelings without identifying so closely with them

that you forget that you are part of that very flow, the essence of life: love.

It's not for me to answer why these tragedies occur, or why we experience such tremendous loss and

pain. But I do know that the essence of who we are carries us in every moment. We can see and feel this

so clearly when we look away from the illusions and dare to feel the full voltage of life--in this moment.

We can choose to be paralyzed and look away, or to look straight into a light that helps us see with

absolute clarity.
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Big Love is available to us all, and
relationships can infuse our lives with
deep passion and joy, should we
dedicate ourselves to the intentional
work. There are specific elements that
ensure you are fully prepared to
engage in the love that we deserve.
 

1) You find love and wholeness within
yourself. Decide to enter into an

ongoing commitment of growth and

healing, because you understand that

healing is not just for you but for all

those you love, including your lover.  The

Badd Buddha is a great space to start.

Check out FB Page and IGTV for the 4-

part talk series on healing.

 

Some signs that you are grounded in
self-love include:  you are content on

our own and don't look to your partner,

people or things to rescue you or as a

distraction; you accept yourself--there's

work to do but you don't harbor self-

hate, resentment or shame; you treat

yourself with compassion--like you

would a loved one; you get that you

matter and understand the gift that is

you.

 

2) You develop your communication
and self-awareness skills. You  know
what is your stuff,  your partner's, and

what is the stuff of the relationship. You

each commit to communicating about

all of those things. You see conflict as a

way to work through issues not as

opportunity to attack. If you see it as an

attack or a battle, there's healing work

for you and your lover.

 

 

 

3) You have realistic expectations and
accept your partner. Relationships can
contribute to your happiness and help

you grow. This doesn't mean you rock

with dysfunctions, like addiction, abuse

or other unhealthy behaviors. When you

feel upset, rather than blame, you look

within. You've learned to see the

relationship as a teacher and your

triggers as an opportunity to see where

you can heal.  If you're strong on self-love

and worth, you'll know the difference

between dysfunction and healthy

growth and conflict that is normal to

relationships.

 

4. You focus on giving love:
Relationships give you the opportunity to

embody love. Because you are whole, 

you love unselfishly.  You don't expect

your partner to fill you up, so you can

focus on their happiness. And vice versa!

You create a cycle of exponential love

and joy.

 

Relationships can provide us with a

richer life. But we will always get what

we put in. So if there are any areas you

felt were lacking, sit with yourself to

figure out what are the next steps for

you. You will never be fulfilled if lack

healing and will attract same-level

partners who match you. (For more
check out the Talk: Creating Your Life on
Purpose). Big love means we are the

best us for our partner and ourselves.

 

 

GETTING TO BIG LOVE
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Reflection Practice: Engage in a creating space, meditative practice for 5 mins. Be

with yourself in a quiet space, and observe what comes up related to the Big Love

elements. You may consider taking notes in a journal to further reflect. How do you

rank? If you feel you come up short in any area, get started with your healing work.

You can only experience love as deeply as you love yourself. Bonus for engaging

your partner in this reflection exercise. Reach out to a therapist, coach or other

qualified professional to get started. You deserve it!
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We want to experience
intimacy--to be seen
authentically and connect
with someone who we see
and who sees us at our core,
and so we entertain a lot of
bullshit. We engage with
behaviors  and accept
treatment that will never get
us to what we want. 
 

Some reasons we accept

dysfunction and poor behavior

have to do with the way we

were raised. We may not have

seen a healthy relationship nor

have the skills to engage in one.

We can also buy into messages

from society about the role that

our partners and our

relationships are meant to play.

Did someone say Cinderella?

Another reason we engage in

unhealthy relationships is that

we have unexamined wounds

and beliefs about what we

deserve. 

These are 6 key signs of

dysfunctions that help you

recognize you are in the bad

and ugly. Keep in mind that you

may display these behaviors or

your partner. More likely,

however, you're both engaged

in some unhealthy patterns if

you find that your relationship is

unhealthy.

 

1) Unhealthy Relating: Your
relationship is characterized by

blame and defensiveness. If

there's an issue, it's your

partner's fault. You are never the

cause. A lot of energy is

dedicated to assign or avoid

blame.

 

Codependency is another way

of unhealthily relating to your

partner. You find that there are

poor or no boundaries. You

don't know where you begin

and your partner ends, because

you are so involved in every

aspect of their lives. You take

care of your partner and feel

responsible for them and every

aspect of the relationship. 

LOVE: THE BAD AND UGLY
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You feel that without you the

relationship or your partner

would fall apart, or that you

would fall apart without them.

 

2) Unhealthy Communication:
If you find that your exchanges

are mired in the following, you

and your partner are engaging

in unhealthy communication

patterns.

 

Passive aggressive: You don't

communicate directly about

issues. You shut down and hint

instead, and don't take initiative

to attempt to resolve issues.

Victim: You behave or feel like

like you have no voice or your

partner stifles it. Anger: You
explode in anger or become

frustrated whenever you discuss

contentious issues. Your partner

tip toes around things to not set

you off. You're petty. Your
partner does something

"wrong," and you plot and hold

on to the issue or continuously

bring it up. 



Stonewalling: You completely shut down or avoid contentious issues all together. You refuse

to engage in whatever you don't want to discuss. Threaten: If there is an issue, you blow up

and consistently threaten to break up or punish your partner somehow.

 

3) You feel your partner is unsupportive or doesn't enhance your life. Your partner may be

actively detracting from your experience. Or you feel like your life has gotten worst since being

together. Maybe you don't see your life going anywhere while remaining with them. They

could also be outright dismissive of your goals or don't contribute to your shared life. They

aren't growing in the relationship and neither are you.

 

4) Avoidance and lying. You hide things from people about your relationship. You

intentionally omit info about what occurs in the relationship because you know close friends

and family would think it odd or outrageous. You may also keep things from your partner that

directly affects them, like debt or purchases. You use things to distract from the real issues. For

example, you may decide to get married or go on a big trip after having a big argument as a

way to avoid dealing with the real issue. Additionally, there may be betrayal, like cheating or

hidden info.

 

5) Lack of connection or superficiality: You feel like there is little vulnerability or intimacy

between you. If there is an issue in the relationship, you talk to others instead of engaging your

partner. You don't feel connected to your lover and experience dissatisfaction in key areas like

sex. You don't feel like you're growing together, and like you have few things or nothing in

common. You may have been close at a specific point in time, or really connected over a

shared experience or need, which isn't the case anymore. 

 

6) Dysfunction: There is abuse in the relationship. Whether it is verbal, emotional, sexual or

physical, you don't feel safe. There may also be substance use or other addictions, like drugs,

gambling, sex, etc. Additionally, if you partner engages in manipulation, like mind games,

jealousy or other controlling behavior, you are engaged in dysfunction. Manipulation can look

like gaslighting where they dismiss your concerns and make you believe that you are imaging

things that are issues or concerns. For example, you find evidence that they have been talking

to other people, but they tell you you're imaging it or that those are just friends. 

 

While buying into relationship fantasies, I spent a lot of energy looking to people to fill me up

and fix me, instead of looking within to understand and heal my patterns. As a result, I

engaged in the same dysfunctions with different partners, and ended up in the same place

every time: Hurt in a dysfunctional relationship or hurt and alone. 

 

These signs show that we have healing to do. To look within and let go of hurt. Relationships

can provide us with a richer life if we approach them healed. You will never be fulfilled if  you

lack healing and will always attract partners at the same level of healing or dysfunction as

you. Big love means we are the best us for our partner and ourselves.
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Reflection practice: Reflect on the areas that run counter to supporting Big

Love. How do you rank? How does your partner rank, or your previous

relationships? What is one thing you can do now to become a better person for

yourself and those you love? (Therapy! Also check out Youtube for great videos

on healthy relationships.)
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Forgiveness is a means for releasing resentment,
guilt, shame. Through forgiveness, we not only
release others but also free ourselves. It's an act
that serves you as much as it does other people. 
 

When you forgive you accept the situation and address

it directly instead of dragging it behind you and into

your present and future. And contrary to what we may

believe, forgiving isn't about giving others a pass on

their bullshit. Forgiveness calls on us to understand that

they acted from a place of unresolved pain and a lack

of awareness themselves. If they knew better, they

would do better. Through forgiveness, we say we will

not be we weighed down by the the hurt, ignorance

and pain of others. I choose life instead of engaging in a

cycle of attack and pain.

 

We take back that energy we were giving to

resentment, shame, guilt. The energy we used to keep

other people in a prison of hate and hurt while also

imprisoning ourselves. We release others because we

understand that they, too, have a healing journey before

them. With time, perhaps, we even wish them the best.
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FORGIVENESS



Reflect: Is there resentment that you're dragging around? Is there something

you aren't forgiving yourself for? Perhaps from childhood, a previous

relationship, interactions with parents or siblings? Are you bringing that old

energy into your relationships and life because you haven't forgiven yourself

or others? If you knew better, you would do better. If they knew better, they

would do better. So forgive, heal and choose differently and better for you. 

 

Forgiveness Practice: Be with yourself in a quiet space, and observe what

comes up as you reflect on your pain and hurt. Listen to the chatter and just

feel. If you think of specific people or instances, as it comes up say to yourself,

"I choose healing and I release you. I forgive." Keep doing that for all the pain

that comes up. 

 

In addition, talk to your inner child or to the version of you that needs love,

compassion, healing, and release. Tell them lovingly, "It's ok, darling, I've got

you now. We will heal and forgive together." Do this as much as you need. 
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FORGIVENESS: A PRACTICE



Our childhoods and caregivers provide us
with our initial map for understanding
the world. If they facilitate an
environment where our needs are met, in
which we feel understood, and
experience empathy, we develop
boundaries and feel safe.
 

As a result, we develop a secure attachment

style where we are able to effectively

communicate our needs and experience a

sense of wholeness. Secure attachment

means that we are able to source self-love

and worth from ourselves. We can draw

effectively on the skills from childhood in

order to navigate the world .
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LOVE AND HEALING
HOW OUR CHILDHOODS SHAPE THE LOVERS WE BECOME

An example of how secure attachment can

look is as follows: you have a big fight with

your partner, you might understand that you

were tired from work. You apologize for the

role you played in the argument, and you

both move forward. 

 

Other attachment styles include insecure,

avoidant and a variation of these can be

described as ambivalent, fearful, among

other terms. Here, I discuss avoidant and

anxious attachment styles, and always

encourage you to research to learn more.

Youtube has many videos on these styles

and PsychologyToday.com is a great

resource.

 

The anxious and avoidant attachment styles

stem from insecurity in relation to care

givers during our childhood. Avoidant

attachment emerges due to the primary

caregiver inconsistently meeting your needs,

since they may not have been consistently

emotionally connected to you or responsive.

 

As a result, we learn that there is no use in

expressing needs and become closed off. 

This shows up in relationships where we can

be reserved, really independent, emotionally

unavailable, and cold.  

For me, I found that my attachment style

really showed out during conflict. I would

shut down, become distant and not share

my feelings.

 

Anxious attachment style can be driven by

having caregivers that aren't consistent in

the way they relate to us. They may be

available one day and then not. They may

also be overly involved with us and cause us

to not learn to meet our own needs or

recognize our own feelings. 

. 

As a result, we don't know what to expect

and end up being on edge. In relationship,

this can look like people pleasing, or

spiraling based on a perceived slight by your

partner. Anxiously attached people look to

their partners to complete them, for a sense

of wholeness.

 

Both avoidant and anxious styles stem from

insecurity and manifest in different ways. 

With the avoidant style, the person tries to

create distance within the relationship, and

the anxiously attached person tries to close

distance in order to feel closer to their

partner.

 

Both these styles have us seeking our

identity in relation to other people, because

our boundaries and identity are shot--a key

skill we didn't develop in our childhood. 

 

Relationships with insecurely attached

people can be a set-up, especially because

the insecurely attached often attract each

other. As a reformed avoidant, I attracted

anxiously attached partners. 

 

In this relationship, the partners can enter a

cycle of chaser and runner. The avoidant

runs and the anxious chases, then switch

out. This is the foundation of the

codependent relationship, which is

unhealthy because we seek our identity in

other people. We will not have healthy

relationships until we heal this dynamic.
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For me, healing my codependency and avoidant patterns involved examining my past and

understanding how my underlying patterns emerged in my childhood. By working with a

therapist and engaging in a lot of self-help and reflection, I was able to understand that there

were key skills I hadn't developed, and very specific ways that I didn't feel seen by my mother,

which impacted my attachment style and romantic relationships. 

 

If you find that your relationships are full of dissatisfaction or drama, begin your own work to

understand your underlying patterns and their roots. If any of the examples related to

insecure attachment styles and codependency resonated, practice developing boundaries

and enforcing them. Engage in work to find your inner voice, and work to forgive yourself and

primary caregivers. They were likely relating from their own trauma and what they knew.  

Heal and do better for the ones you love, especially if you're a parent or a partner.

 

In order to embark or further your healing journey, I highly recommend therapy. Some great

books that supported me to understand codependency and childhood emotional wounds,

include Codependent No More by Melody Beattie and Running On Empty by Jonice

Webb, PhD.

Reflection Practice: If anything resonated with you about the insecure

attachments, go back to your child self and try to experience when some of

the roots of that attachment style emerged. Take time out and sit by yourself. 

 

Are there specific experiences you remember with your mom, dad, whoever

was your primary caregiver? Try to soothe yourself. Give yourself the love,

understanding, or attention that they couldn't or didn't give you. Actually talk

to yourself with love. Say, "it's going to be ok, baby. I've got you now."
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Healing allows you to experience life fully 
and to move toward spiritual and emotional
freedom. Thus, you end the cycle of unconscious
pain and suffering. The release from pain allows
you to engage with your life intentionally and to
create your life on your terms. 
 

This doesn't mean a life free of effort. Instead, you

become aware of what drives your dissatisfaction

and you finally address it. You use the energy you

once dedicated to suffering to living life

intentionally.  This is liberation! You're no longer at

the mercy of unconscious pain and get in the

driver's seat of your life. It's like having lived a life

with broken glasses--you get used to the distorted

views. Healing offers the clarity. You no longer trip

over the same obstacles and eventually you even

run.

 

Healing is a radical act, because the decision to heal

is a powerful affirmation of your worthiness. By

making the decision to heal you proclaim, "I matter

and I choose life!"   

 

 

 

 

The specific steps in the healing process:
 

1) Honor your pain: Don’t run from your experience.

Create space and reflect Give yourself permission to

grieve and to feel your feelings.

 

2) Get support: Reach out to friends, a therapist,

coach, and/or 12-step program and group supports.

Church, meditation group, or whatever brings you

peace of mind in a constructive way.

 

3) Find joy: Create pockets of hope and excitement,.

These are healthy distraction that you enjoy that

help you experience the richness of life and offer you

a break from the sadness or pain. This can include

activities such as writing, reading, music, and

movement like dance, hiking, long walks, etc.

 

4) Learn: Explore your wounds, past and yourself

without blame. Forgive and offer yourself and others

compassion.

 

5) Move on and Create: Some people allow

suffering to define them and rob of them of living.

Adopt new practices, habits and ways of thinking

that support your continued growth. Create new

possibilities for yourself and others. The unknown is

only scary because it is new. With practice it will

become familiar.

 

 

 

Healing is not a destination but a perspective or way

to live life. It opens you up to live aware, to uncover

unconscious pain and to create a life on your terms.

Through healing, you move toward spiritual and

emotional freedom. And perhaps you can help

others find their way there, too.

THE MAGICAL ACT OF HEALING
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I firmly believe that we all have the ability to live a

life full of joy, peace and love. It is our birth right and

it is available to all of us. Let's engage in the

intentional work to ensure that we get to that

destination. You deserve it!

 

For more, please join me on social media and online.

The community continues to grow and the content

grows along with it. Reach out to find out what

we're up to, and tell your friends to come along!

FOR MORE
THE BADD BUDDHA

 

@thebaddbuddha 

thebaddbuddha.com
thebaddbuddha@gmail .com


